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ROTOCONTROL Delivers Three Slitter/Rewinder
Finishing Machines into the UK
Three additional machines on order also shipping to the United Kingdom

Ahrensburg, Germany (April 6, 2011) – ROTOCONTROL today announced the shipment of three
Slitter/Rewinder Inspection machines to the United Kingdom. Three additional Finishing Machines
also bound for the United Kingdom are on order and shipping soon.
Configurations of the machines include an RSP with single pass re-inspection and AVT vision
system , and RSC with missing label and AVT workflow links. All machines feature vertical
inspection plate/vacuum splice table with integrated waste wind-up, razor cartridge slitting and
strobe illumination.
Marco Aengenvoort, ROTOCONTROL Managing Director, commented, “The success in the UK
market is parallel to what we are seeing across Europe and Africa not only with new finishing
machine orders but with second, third and fourth additional machine investments from Converters.
This repeat business confirms our technology is reliable and beneficial to our customer’s label
finishing requirements. ROTOCONTROL will continue to build machines with advanced Bosch
Rexroth controls and drives and invest in our manufacturing infrastructure and people to further
benefit the production needs of our customers.”
As a result of increased order demand, ROTOCONTROL has sourced additional key suppliers and
doubled its manufacturing capacity.
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Three ROTOCONTROL slitter/rewinder inspection machines that shipped to the UK

About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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